Statement of Information
Sec tions 47AF of the Estate Agents Act 1980
Property offered for s ale
Address: 55 Hanby Street Brighton

Indic ative s elling pric e
For the meaning of this price see http://w w w .consumer.vic.gov.au/underquoting

Range between: $2,300,000 & $2,450,000

Median s ale pric e
Median price: $2,460,000 House Suburb: Brighton
Period - From: 01/01/2018 to 31/03/2018 Source: PDOL

Com parable property s ales
These are the three properties sold within two kilometres of the property for sale in the last six
months that the estate agent or agent's representative considers to be most comparable to the
property for sale.
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Striking a beautiful balance between sophisticated style and
relaxed low maintenance living, this brand new, architect
designed 4-bedroom contemporary residence sets the standard
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to the outdoors. Custom designed with
extra-large room sizes enhanced by pale French Oak flooring,
crisp white walls and tall windows with an expansive living
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with stone finishes, waterfall island
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bench, Butler's pantry and dual Miele ovens just some of the
highlights. Modern families will appreciate a versatile layout
offering a choice of master suite on each level, each boasting
fully fitted walk in robes and hotel style, dual vanity en suites.
While kids have their own upper level lounge/retreat and a deluxe
main bathroom
with dual vanities plus big bedrooms with
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mirrored built in robes. Climate controlled with security
alarm,
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internal access automatic double garage, ducted vacuum,
Graced with timeless style and sophistication this spacious 4excellent storage and a host of luxury extras. An enviable 7.5
bedroom plus study, 4.5-bathroom residence exudes lifestyle
star energy rating completes this superior town residence
excellence in elite surrounds. Fall in love with sunlit spaces and
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style skylights and impeccable appointments create a sense of
Streets and the beach.
effortless luxury. A highly sought after floor plan, enhanced by
3m ceilings, herringbone parquetry & imported tiling, includes a
beautifully appointed granite kitchen and open plan dining
wrapping a sun filled, northwesterly courtyard perfect for outdoor
entertaining (auto awnings). An elegant living room warmed by a
granite gas fireplace opens to the dining area and courtyard or
can be zoned to create a more intimate space. Superb30/07/2018
accommodation options include a deluxe master suite on each
level, both with marble en suite (dual vanity & double shower
downstairs) and walk in robes, while an executive study with
built in robes and spa bathroom access could easily double as
guest quarters if needed. The upper level features a large, sky lit
living or teen retreat and bedrooms with built in robes plus a fully
tiled, marble bathroom. Privately rear set amidst verdant
manicured gardens with automatic gates opening to a long
driveway and direct home access double garage. Secure with

